Possibilities to Treat Ink Corrosion in the Bound Book

Content and Objectives of the Lecture and Group Work on the Lecture Topic:

The lecture will describe the problem we face with ink corrosion in bound books, with the objectives to discuss the issues why we should not take the binding apart, what are the methods to treat ink corrosion in the context of recent discussions, and what is the possibility to apply them onto the bound book.

As part of the workshop we would work on books with ink corrosion using various devices and material.

Readings:


Postprints of the Iron Gall INK Meeting University of Northumbria, Newcastle upon Tyne, Sept. 4-5, 2000


Patricia Engel “Books Convey not only Knowledge, but also Beauty” contribution to “Works of Art and Conservation Science Today”, Thessaloniki, Greece, November 26-28, 2010